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1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel-cladding-chemical-interaction (FCCI) is typically incorporated

into the design of an LMFBR fuel pin as a wastage allowance. Several

interrelated factors are considered during the evolution of an LMFBR

fuel pin design. Those which are indirectly affected by FCCI include:

allowable pin power, fuel restructuring, fission gas migration and

release from the fuel, fuel cracking, fuel swelling, in-reactor cladding

creep, cladding swelling, and the cladding mechanical strain. Chemical

activity of oxygen is the most readily controlled factor in FCCI. Two

methods are being investigated: control of total oxygen inventory by

limiting fuel 0:M, and control of oxygen activity with buffer metals.

2. FUEL PIN DESIGN

The principal effect of FCCI is to increase cladding stress by

reducing effective cladding thickness and by concentrating stress

at points of nonuniform attack. Greater cladding stress increases

mechanical strain, creep, and stress-affected swelling. Where strain

causes the fuel-to-cladding gap to grow the fuel surface temperature is

calculated to rise significantly. Conversely, if the fuel-cladding gap

is closed and strain only reduces the interface pressure, the fuel surface

temperature rise is relatively minor. At any given pin power and burnup

the fuel radial temperature profile, which strongly affects fuel restructuring,

cracking and gas release, is largely determined by the fuel surface

temperature. Therefore, it is inferred that increased cladding stress

resulting from FCCI primarily affects cladding lifetime-to-breach and

secondarily affects fuel thermal performance. Changes in fuel temperature,

however, influence FCCI by making oxygen more readily available at the

fuel-cladding interface, an iterative process (Figure 1). Thicker

cladding could be used to accommodate the FCCI, ,but at a sacrifice in

breeding gain.
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2.1 Cladding Loads

Cladding is mechanically loaded by gas pressure or by fuel-cladding
mechanical interaction. The fission gas, pin backfill gas and sorbed gases
released from the fuel exert a net outward force on the cladding. In
the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), fuel pin internal gas pressure is about
100 psia at beginning-of-irradiation and about 700 psia at the goal
burnup of 80,000 MWd/MTM.

Fuel-cladding mechanical interaction results from the fuel swelling
caused by retention of fission products. Gaseous fission products
retained in the fuel accumulate in bubbles which cause the fuel to
expand with burnup as does the accumulation of solid fission products in the
fuel matrix. Fuel-cladding mechanical interaction may occur early in
irradiation life and later become inconsequential, depending on the
thermal performance of the fuel, Figure 2. For current LMFBR fuel pin
designs wherein fuel smeared density is approximately 85% of theoretical
density the mechanical interaction loading is secondary to gas pressure
loading, resulting in a weak coupling between cladding loading and the
fuel thermal performance.

2.2 Stress Distribution

Elastic stress from internal gas pressure on isothermal cladding is
simply calculated. Friction between the fuel and the cladding complicates
the stress analysis. If, in addition, the fuel-cladding chemical inter-
action has taken the form of intergranular attack, the stress concentrations
or plastic constraints at the tips of these notches affect the stress
distributions. It is not currently practical to consider these effects
in detail because of uncertainties in: mechanistic models for fuel-
cladding chemical interaction, nuclear and thermal environment, material
properties, and coupling of the thermal and mechanical performance of an
LMFBR fuel pin.

Typically, designers assume that the annular layer of material representing
the attacked cladding is "wastage;" i.e., there is less cladding thick-
ness to carry the load.

2.3 Design Procedure

The design procedure adopted for the FFTF fuel pin requires assumption
of cladding temperature, thermal creep rate, cladding thinning due to
"wastage", and plenum pressure combined with a cladding strain limit of
0.2% for steady state or normal conditions.

Thermal creep analyses for these pins are based upon peak cladding
temperatures calculated for a hypothetical fuel pin having the combined
highest power and lowest coolant flow rate; i.e., the hot channel fuel
pin. These temperatures are assumed to decrease linearly with time,
consistent with a 13% decrease in fissile atom density at 80,000 MWd/MTM.

Plenum pressure is calculated using nominal* values for plenum
volume, fuel pellet dimensions, fuel pellet density and peak and average
fuel burnup. The maximum allowable sorbed gas and the water vapor in
the fuel pellet are assumed. A conservatively high fission gas yield is
used and total release of xenon and krypton from the fuel is assumed.
Hydrogen from dissociation of water-vapor is conservatively assumed to
remain in the plenum even though it typically diffuses through the hot
cladding. The fuel pin is backfilled with helium at one atmosphere
pressure at room temperature during manufacture. The plenum temperature
during operation is assumed to be equal to the coolant temperature at
the top (downstream end) of the fuel column.

In reality, the fission gas yield used in the FFTF fuel pin design
is high by about 7%, the gas release assumption is high by about 10%,
the sorbed gas value is high by about a factor of 2, and the assumed
amount of residual water vapor in the fuel is high by about a factor of
10, Figure 3. The assumption that the plenum gas temperature equals the
coolant temperature at the top of the fuel is conservative because
coolant cross mixing in the subassembly reduces the coolant temperature
in the plenum region of the hotter pins. Further, the calculation of
plenum pressure from beginning-of-iife plenum ignores plenum volume
growth caused by cladding swelling and creep.
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In the FFTF fuel pin design analysis the effective cladding thickness
was determined by subtracting wastage allowances from cladding thickness.

Category

Fuel Cladding Chemical
Interaction

Sodium Cladding Corrosion

Cladding Scratches
Thickness Tolerance

Fretting Wear, Self-Welding,
and Abrasion

Contingency

Wastage
Allowance
(mils)

2.0

Application in the Fuel
urn Pin Design Analysis

51 Beginning-of-Life

0.5 Min'm.13 Temperature and Time
2.1 Max'm.53 Dependent
0.5 13 Beginning-of-Life
0.5 13 Beginning-of-Life

2.5 63 Fretting and Self-
Welding-Linearly with

Life Contingency
1.0 26 Beginning-of-Life

Abrasion was assumed to have occurred on the outer surface at the
beginning-of-life and cladding to be worn away by fretting and self-
welding such that at goal burnup the combined wastage of fretting, self-
welding and abrasion equaled 2.5 mils (63 vim). The total cladding wastage is
temperature dependent and was assumed to be as great as 4.5 mils (114 urn) at
1400°F (760°C) cladding inner surface temperature at the beginning-of-
life. It was conservatively assumed that all fuel-cladding chemical
interaction occurred at the beginning-of-life. The total assumed cladding
wastage is as great as 8.1 mils (206 pm) at 80,000 MWd/MTM for a
cladding inner surface temperature of 1400°F (760°C). Thus, the fuel-
cladding chemical interaction is a significant, but not the largest
contributor to the cladding wastage assumed in the FFTF fuel pin design
analysis.

Circumferential stress was treated using the thin wall equation in
which the stress equals the product of the fission gas pressure and the
cladding diameter divided by twice the cladding thickness. Cladding
thermal creep was conservatively calculated using thermal creep properties
of AISI 316 stainless steel in the solution treated condition. These creep
rates are greater than for the 20* CW 316 material of which the cladding
is made. Out-of-reactor measurements of recrystaliization rates indicate
that the 20% cold worked fuel pin cladding is not expected to recrystallize
in the FFTF service. However, the greater creep rates of solution

treated 316 were used for conservatism to compensate for the uncertain
effects of irradiation on recrystallization rate.

In summary, greater than nominal fission gas pressures and cladding
wastage allowances were combined to compute conservatively great stresses.
These high stresses were combined with greater than nominal cladding
temperatures and thermal creep rates to calculate a thermal creep strain
in the cladding to determine the steady state design lifetime of the
FFTF fuel pin as limited by allowable thermal creep strain of 0.2%. The
steady state lifetime of prototypic FFTF fuel pins is much greater, as
confirmed by irradiation testing in EBR-II.

The performance of the FFTF fuel pins under off-normal conditions
is being confirmed experimentally in the TREAT reactor and in transient
burst tests of irradiated cladding. The TREAT reactor subjects Irradiated
fuel pins to simulated power transient events hypothesized for FFTF, to
demonstrate that the resulting cladding strain increments are less than
the 0.1% design basis, or that cladding integrity is maintained, depending
on the event being simulated. The postirradiation transient burst test
simulates loss of coolant events by applying a constant internal gas
pressure to the cladding while raising the cladding temperature at 10
F°/sec or 200 F°/sec. Both types of experiments are conducted using
unirradiated or irradiated cladding. Fuel-cladding chemical interaction
effects appear when irradiated cladding is used.

Tests on prototypic fuel pin cladding (with fluences ranging from
zero to 4 x 1 0 " n/cm2 [E > 0.1 MeV] and inner cladding temperatures
during irradiation from 700 to 1300 F (373 to 704 C)) have demonstrated
satisfactory fuel pin performance during simulated FFTF off-normal events
even with typical fuel-cladding chemical interaction.

The design procedure for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) fuel
pin is similar to that for the FFTF pin with one exception. In addition to
the strain limits for normal and off-normal events, a cumulative damage
function is evaluated. The cumulative damage function considers the combined
effect of temperature, steady state stress and off-normal events as modified
by degradation of material properties in the reactor environment. FCCI 1s
treated as a wastage, as in the procedure used for the FFTF fuel pin design.

2.4 Analytic Procedures

The LIFE fuel pin performance code treats FCCI as one component of
cladding wastage (Figure 4), as in the FFTF design procedure. The wastage
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component associated with FCCI is calculated using an equation developed
from depth of attack measured on the inner surface of prototypic FFTF fuel
pins irradiated in EBR-II. The cladding is assumed to become thinner as
the wastage from the outer surface disappears. The wastage from the cladding
inner surface is assumed to remain in place, to have essentially no tensile
strength, and to be capable of transmitting compressive forces between the
fuel and the cladding. The temperature difference through the cladding is
calculated from the thickness between the eroded outer surface and the
plane of the original inner surface. The thicknesses of the attacked
regions on the cladding inner and outer surfaces are calculated at the
beginning of each time step from a correlation of the effective depth of
the attack. Material properties of the attacked inner annulus are adjusted
so that the load due to internal gas pressure and fuel growth is transmitted
to the inner boundary of the unattacked region of the cladding. The remain-
ing unattacked region is then divided into shells of equal thickness and
analysis proceeds as before.

Redefinition of the equal thickness shells for stress analysis causes
the position of the nodes to change with time. In order to properly
account for the accumulation of the strains and damage indices with time,
values for the cumulative strains at the new node positions are determined
from the radial distribution of the accumulated strains at the start of
each time step using a three point interpolation scheme. The stress distri-
bution is then calculated based upon the new nodal dimensions and strain
distribution.

SIEX* ' is an example of other computer codes which have been devised
for calculating fuel pin thermal and mechanical performance. In SIEX, FCCI
is one component of cladding wastage. Both the inner and outer surface
wastages are subtracted from the original cladding thickness when calculating
stress. The original cladding thickness is used for cladding temperature
calculations and for fuel-cladding gap calculations.

In principle, it would be possible to combine mechanistic or pheno-
menoiogical modeling of FCCI with calculation of the stress and strain
distribution in the cladding. ' In such a case, the thickness and proper-
ties of the FCCI layer would be calculated as a function of time from
knowledge of material microstructure, the relationship between microstruc-
ture and material properties, the concentrations of reactants, models for
corrosion, the temperature history, the stress history and the exposure
time.

In practice, the material microstructure, the environment, and the
concentrations of reactants are both uncertain and variable. The relation
among material properties and microstructure are incompletely understood.
Thus, a detailed calculation of FCCI is impractical today. Such a stress
analysis would require a monumental effort because of the need to consider
the stress concentration effects in the elastic stress regime and the
plastic constraint effects in the plastic stress regime. Thus, any mean-
ingful coupling of a detailed analysis of FCCI and detailed cladding stress
analysis is impractical.

3.0 METHODS TO CONTROL FUEL-CLADDING CHEMICAL INTERACTION

Considering the many observations (3) of chemical reaction between
austenitic stainless steel cladding and mixed (U, Pu) oxide, a means of
controlling or eliminating FCCI in oxide fuel pins is highly desirable. Of
the factors principally responsible for inducing cladding attack/4' chemical
activity of oxygen within the sealed fuel pin can be most readily manipulated
and controlled without sacrificing fuel pin performance or significantly
increasing cost.

Two major approaches to the control of oxygen chemical activity
within an oxide fuel pin are:

1) Control of total oxygen inventory and chemical activity (A6o2)
by use of low oxygen-to-metal ratio (0/M) fuel;

2) Incorporation of a material within the fuel pin to provide in.
situ control of oxygen activity (A£O 2) and fixation of excess
oxygen prior to, or in preference to reaction with the cladding.

Both approaches are being evaluated in the US-LMFBR oxide fuel develop-
ment program.

3.1 Low 0/M Fuel
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Early observations of extensive cladding attack(5,6) in mixed-oxide
fuel pins reflected experience principally with fuel near stoichiometric
composition (0/M • 2.00). Trends identified from irradiation experience
over a limited range of 0/M (1.98 - 2.03) showed less cladding attack as
0/M was decreased. Results of a thermal reactor experiment by Weber and
Jensen, Figure 5,"' showed extensive attack for 0/M = 2.00 and essentially
no attack for 0/M = 1.94 at significant burnup. Although thermal reactor
irradiations differ from fast reactor irradiations in fission product and
fuel constitutent distribution the reported trends are significant. Further



indication of the effectiveness of lower 0/M for inhibiting oxidation of
cladding was obtained from ANL tests to high exposure of fuel having an
0/M - 1 . 9 4 . ^ A relationship of 0/M and depth of cladding penetration at
various temperatures is inherent in Figure 5, which includes results dis-
cussed above as well as more recent HEDL and GE experience. These results
influenced the 0/M specifications for the reference fuel for FFTF, as
reflected in a reduction of the upper specification limit from 1.99 to
1.97. The current US reference mixed oxide 0/M specification range is
1.97 - 1.94.

3.1.1. Performance and Fabrication Considerations

The use of low 0/M (£1.96) fuel in fuel pins appears at first glance
to be an easy solution to control of FCCI to high burnup. The following
performance and fabrication considerations help to put low 0/M fuels in
better perspective with respect to other FCCI control concepts.

• Fast flux irradiations to high burnup for low 0/M fuel are
yet too limited for design basis correlations of cladding attack.

• Uncertainties in the performance of low 0/M fuel with
Increasing burnup are related to bulk vs surface 0/M and the
effects of fission products. From calculations of radial 0/M
profiles, Aitken, et al.*9'10* predict that for 492 w/cm (15
kW/ft) operation, a fuel with an average 0/M less than 1.96 is
required to maintain the surface 0/M below the threshold, for
FCCI, Several reviews* * ' have suggested a basis for esti-
mating the increase in 0:(U + Pu) during Irradiation, considering
relative abundance, relative solubility, and valence of the
oxide-forming fission products. Typically, the magnitude of this
effect is predicted to be -vfl.005 0/M unit per atom % burnup.
However, differences in fission yields of 2 3 SU and 239Pu contribute
to the uncertainty of the burnup dependence of cladding attack in
2 3 5U enriched mixed oxide test fuel and its relevance to perfor-
mance of prototype LMFBR mixed-oxide fuel made from depleted U.

• High mobility of Cs in low 0/M fuel pins poses a potential
performance problem, since the Cs can react with fuel and,
especially, with the U02 blanket or Insulator pellets/

8'13*14*

• Poorly understood changes in fuel properties with decreasing
oxygen content raise uncertainties in thermal and mechanical
behavior of low 0/M fuels.

• Processing of fuel to meet low 0/M specification requires very

low ambient oxygen content''5' in the sintering atmosphere and

effective removal of gaseous reaction products. Reproducibility

of 0/M requires special care in batch sintering processes.

• Prevention of oxidation of low 0/M fuel in storage requires a
rigorously dry gloved box atmosphere, short exposure times, and
inert atmosphere storage. '

3.1.2. Scope of US Testing Programs

Reference (3) summarizes US irradiation tests emphasizing fuel-cladding
reactions in pins with 0/M ranging from 1.98 to 1.91 irradiated at nominal
(peak) cladding temperatures between 620° and 783°C. The bulk of the
irradiation experience (Figure 6) is in the 1.97 - 1.98 0/M range. A sub-
stantial number of pins are in the 1.945 - 1.95 0/M range. As these pins
reach goal exposures, a broad base of performance data for low 0/M fuel
will become available.

The lowest 0/M ratio fuel under test in the US program 1s at 1.91.
Two pins were fabricated by HEDL for the P-23 Special Pin test series (see
Section 3.3.2.) to evaluate performance at the practical lower limit of the
range. These pins also were designed for evaluation of the relative mobility
of Cs in the very low and high (1.98) 0/M fuels.

3.2 Buffer/Getter FCCI Control Concepts

Oxygen activity in a fuel pin may be controlled by inserting a material
which has a stronger affinity for oxygen than does any cladding constituent
(particularly chromium). Several metals have reducing properties suitable
for this purpose, and several choices exist for placement of the materials
within the fuel pin. Placement options are evaluated relative to the
chemical, physical and neutronic characteristics of the particular buffer/
getter materials selected.

3.2.1. Materials and Thermodynamics

Candidate materials can be separated into buffers and getters according
to their relative affinity for oxygen. Buffers are those elements which
maintain a fixed fuel 0/M under maintain a fixed fuel 0/M under given
conditions but will not ordinarily reduce the fuel to an 0/M less than its
nominal value and not below an 0/M of 1.875 (theoretical limit for Uo,7s
Puo.2sO2-x). Suitable buffers include vanadium, niobium, and chromium.
Other materials such as molybdenum can also buffer fuel, but at AS02
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levels greater than that necessary to oxidize chromium. Getters are those
elements that will reduce fuel to less than its nominal 0/M, according to
the greater stability of the getter oxide under the conditions of interest.
Examples of getters are zirconium, uranium, titanium, and certain rare
earth metals.

The selection of candidate buffers is based on the stability of their
oxides relative to that of the mixed-oxide fuel, illustrated by an Ellingham
plot, Figure 7. In general, at a fixed 0/M, whether it be for the fuel or
a buffer oxide, equilibrium oxygen potentials increase with temperature for
all of the materials under consideration.

For a given maximum fuel surface temperature of 850°C (1123°K),
vanadium in equilibrium with VO will maintain a fuel 0/M of VI.94. Titanium
in equilibrium with T102 yields the same result, but titanium in equilibrium
with TiO would require reduction of the fuel below the theoretical 0/M
limit (0/M - 1.875 for 25 w/o PuO2). At that same temperature, niobium in
equilibrium with NbO would maintain a fuel 0/M of t>1.98, but the fuel 0/M
must exceed Vj.997 before chromium would be oxidized to Cr203. Unless the
fuel 0/M exceeds that at which cladding attack occurs, the choice of a
buffer to be used at the fuel surface can be based on other pertinent
physical properties. At a somewhat higher temperature, e.g. 1700°K, chromium
would be oxidized by fuel with 0/M < 1.98 whereas niobium and vanadium in
sufficient quantities would maintain the fuel 0/M well below 1.95. Thus,
under these circumstances, reduction of mixed-oxide fuel by the latter two
metals would occur. Uncertainties exist in the data. Free energies of
formation of the various oxides as well as their temperature dependence are
not uniformly well known. Predictions from these data are therefore being
verified experimentally, both in laboratory studies^18) and in irradiation
tests. The foregoing comments reflect only thermodynamic equilibrium;
kinetic limitations may restrict buffer oxidation such that oxygen uptake
is less than optimum.

Table I summarizes the pertinent properties of candidate buffers, Cr,
Nb, and V, and one getter, Ti. Melting points of the metals and oxides are
generally satisfactory, as are the fast neutron capture cross-sections,
although that for Nb is somewhat higher than the rest. Volume changes
appear excessive only for the higher oxides but, at anticipated oxygen
potentials, only the lower oxides are expected to form. Figures 8 and 9
show the stability limits of vanadium and niobium oxides, respectively. At
200°C (the assumed shutdown temperature), vanadium, for example, would not

reduce fuel with an 0/M _< 1.995 even if it were kinetically possible. At
the two typical fuel surface operating temperatures (Figure 9), the for-
mation of VO will occur at a fuel 0/M below 1.96. The sesquioxide, V 20 3

would not form unless the fuel 0/M approached a value near 2. Thus, to
maintain an 0/M _< 1.96 at the fuel surface, vanadium would seem a likely
candidate. Qualitatively similar considerations apply to niobium (Figure
8).

3.2.2 Reaction Kinetics

Thermodynamic stability is necessary but not necessarily sufficient
for cladding protection. The kinetics of buffer oxidation also must be
sufficient to maintain the oxygen potential of the fuel surface at a level
where cladding corrosion.does not occur. Factors which influence the
kinetics include temperature, surface area, passivation, transport of
oxygen to the buffer, and the influence of certain fission products such as
cesium on reaction rates.

The temperature of the buffer can be controlled somewhat by its location
within the fuel column. For example, a buffer coating applied to the outer
surface of fuel pellets will oxidize more readily than when it is located
at the end of the fuel column or in the plenum region, because of intimate
contact with the fuel. Movement of oxygen down the radial temperature
gradient typically exceeds its rate of axial migration to a buffer/getter
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pellet in the blanket or plenum.(19) Adamson (20) recently showed that

cesium reacts with Nb2Os at an oxygen potential slightly higher than that
required for the formation of Cs-fuel compound. The result, presumably
Cs2Nb206' includes an additional oxygen atom, thus extending the gettering
ability of niobium for oxygen. This type of chemical reaction between
fission products such as cesium and the oxide layer on the buffer/getter
(or, for that matter, on the stainless steel cladding) apparently destroys
the integrity of the oxide layer, thereby allowing continued oxidation of
the underlying metal.

3.2.3 Compatibility

Binary phase diagrams reveal no severe compatibility problems between
the primary components of austenitic stainless steel and Nb, V, or Ti
during typical reactor service conditions. Experiments^ ' confirmed that
no compatibility problems occur for cladding inner surface temperatures
less than 700°cJ21^ At 800°C, the compatibility of V and Ti with aqstenitic
stainless steel cladding is considered marginal at oxygen potentials insuf-
ficient to maintain an oxide layer at the oxygen-buffer/getter-cladding



interface. Under conditions normally encountered, however, all three
buffer candidates exhibit adequate compatibility with stainless steel.

3.2.4. Quantities Required

To estimate the quantity of buffer/getter required to preclude FCCI
over the fuel pin lifetime, the radial temperature distribution, the
variation in 0/M with burnup, and the effect of burnup on the oxygen
potential of the mixed-oxide fuel must be known. The radial temperature
distribution and the average 0/M determine the oxygen potential at the fuel
surface at a given time. This oxygen potential is typically more than
sufficient to oxidize the buffer/getter. Oxidation will continue until the
oxygen potential is reduced to a value corresponding to the free energy of
formation of the buffer oxide at the governing temperature. Solution of
rare earth and zirconium oxides in the fuel matrix as irradiation proceeds
raises the oxygen potential for a given fuel 0/M and oxidation of the
buffer continues.

The radial temperature distribution (and the equivalent radial oxygen
distribution r ' and the increase with burnup of the average fuel 0/M' '
can be calculated with limited certainty because of limited adequate experi-
mental data. Woodley recently measured the increase in oxygen potential

(23)
with burnup of Uo.7sPuo.2sOa.x°ver the temperature range 900 - 1100°C. '

Buffer quantities for fuel pins with various initial 0/M values and
temperature distributions can, therefore, be estimated, as follows:

Assume the following conditions:

Fuel quantity = 9 x 103 mole/cm
rfuel = Otl1 1nch = °- 2 7 9 4 cm-

Initial 0/M =1.97
Fuel surface temperature = 1100°C
Cladding inner surface temperature = 700°C

At 700°C, the oxygen potential necessary for oxidation of chromium in
stainless steel is -133.8 kcal/mole 02, equivalent to an 0/M of about 1.98
in tinirradiated fuel at 1100°C. Thus, when the fuel oxygen redistributes
as a consequence of the radial temperature gradient, it is necessary to
maintain a surface oxygen potential < -133.8 kcal/mole 0 2 (surface 0/M
< 1.98) to prevent cladding oxidation. Niobium coated on the fuel surface
will maintain an oxygen potential of about -134.0 kcal/mole 0 2 during the

radial 0/M profile is similar to those shown in Figure 10.' ' Consequently,
the amount of oxygen removed by the Nb buffer after the radial redistribution
of the fuel oxygen, but before any significant irradiation has occurred,
is 1/2 x 9 x 10"3 (1.97 - 1.94) = 1.35 x 10'* mole 02/cm. During Irradi-
ation, the fuel 0/M increase approximately 0.005 0/M units/atom % burnup.
Thus, at 5 atom % burnup, an additional

1/2 x 9 x 10"3 x 5 x 0.005 = 1.12 x 10"* mole 02/cm

must be removed by the buffer. At 1100°C and A8o2 = -134 kcal/mol, irradi-
ation of the fuel has only a limited effect on AE02'23' and is ignored in
the present example. The total amount of oxygen removed by the Nb buffer
is therefore 1.35 x 10"* + 1.12 x 10'* = 2.47 x 10"* mole 02/cm and the
minimum amount of niobium required is 2.47 x lO"* mole Nb/cm or 2.29 x 10"2

gram Nb/cm. This is equivalent to coating the fuel surface with a volume
of niobium given by
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ir[r2 - (0.2794)2] = 2.67 x 10"3 cms/cm.

formation of NbO2.
(24) An oxygen potential of -134 kcal/mole 0 2 corresponds

to a fuel surface 0/M - 1.98, or an average (bulk) 0/M - 1.94, if the

Solving, r - 0.2809 cm and the minimum thickness of niobium required is
0.2809 - 0.2794 = 0.0015 cm (0.59 mil). This quantity of niobium will
removed the oxygen generated during a bumup to 5 atom % plus that resulting
from thermal redistribution. Because of uncertainties in factors employed
in this calculation, estimation of buffer requirements must be considered
as less than exact.

3.2.5. Placement of Materials Within Fuel Pins

Table 2 lists several locations for a buffer/getter material within
the fuel pin. Determining factors include potential effectiveness, fab-
ricability, and uncertainties in supporting data and mechanistic consid-
erations.

The greatest effectiveness is obtained with the buffer located in the
gap between the pellet and the cladding where it has the advantages of
intimate contact with the fuel and a temperature at all times higher than
that of the cladding inner surface. A thin coating of buffer on the cladding
inner surface is nearly equivalent, except that the temperature of the
buffer would be less, essentially equivalent to the cladding inner surface
temperature. A layer of buffer metal (such as Nb) approximately 25 urn
thick theoretically is capable of holding oxygen activity below the thresh-
old for cladding reaction to approximately 10 atom % burnup. The volume
change of 95% associated with oxidation of Nb to NbO2 is insignificant



relative to other changes which affect the fuel cladding gap soon after
start of irradiation. Practical application in high exposure fuel pin
tests, is described in Section 3.3 .

Application of a thin coating on fuel pellets could be incorporated at
the last step in fuel fabrication.

«Methods adaptable for coating the outer surface of fuel pellets
include chemical vapor deposition, direct vapor deposition, and high rate
sputter deposition. Of the three methods, chemical vapor deposition, such
as thermal decomposition of NbCl5, is fastest, but has two major drawbacks;
the fuel must be heated in the range 600-1200°C (which can change 0/M), and
the fuel becomes contaminated with volatile iodides or chlorides of the
metal being deposited. In most cases, the halide contamination of the
substrate is negligible^ ' but must be carefully controlled.

Vapor deposition of metals on fuel pellets has not been demonstrated
in the US program, but deposition of vanadium on the cladding inner surface
has been demonstrated by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), as described in
Section 3.3.2. A sleeve of buffer material inserted between fuel and
cladding is not considered because of anticipated difficulty for incorpora-
tion in fuel rod loading methods.

Metal plating by R. F. sputtering* ' is applied in a vacuum with the
substrate near 400-600°C. The process can be automated and incorporated
into a fuel pellet line.

Application of this process to fuel for irradiation testing is described
in Section 3.3.2.

Mixing of buffer/getter material with fuel has not been considered
because of; lack of high temperature equilibrium data for candidate materials
and (U, Pu)02, the difficulties caused by metal powders on pressing and
sintering behavior of the fuel, the uncertain chemical activity of buffers
after sintering, the effects of buffer redistribution during fuel restruc-
turing, potential alloying with fission products, and changes in buffer
chemical activity in the thermal gradients existing in operating oxide
fuels.

Buffer layers at pellet Interfaces offer efficient solid-solid and
(19)gas-solid reaction conditions for some fraction of excess oxygen. GEV '

estimates that 100-130 pm (4-5 mils) of niobium or titanium would be
required at every pellet interface of a typical fuel column to be equiva-
lent to a 13 ym coating on the outer surface of all pellets.

Potential for buffer melting, redistribution, alloy formation with
fissile material, axial fuel column expansion (from buffer oxidation), plus
uncertainties in radial and axial oxygen flux are unevaiuated disadvantages
with interpellet or central cavity buffers.

Incorporation of interpellet or center cavity buffers in highly auto-
mated, high throughput fuel pin fabrication operations would present many
problems.

Location of the buffer/getter material in the axial blanket region has
(19}been analysed extensively/ ' Most convenient would be as a plug above

the axial blanket, but tests have shown ineffective axial oxygen transport.
The major uncertainty is the relative rates of axial or radial oxygen
transport, especially 1n long (̂ 90 - 136 cm) fuel columns typical of LMFBR's.
A buffer/getter pellet in contact with the fuel has the stronger potential
for effective oxygen collection in the blanket region.

Fabrication of pins with axial blanket getters appears straight-
forward. Maximum surface area for the getter is obviously desirable.

3.3 FCCI Control; Irradiation Testing Program

Three irradiation testing activities are in progress in the U. S. to
test FCCI control concepts and to improve understanding of cladding cor-
rosion mechanisms. The £1 adding Attack Inhibition (CAI) test is being
conducted in the GE test reactor (GETR)(thermal flux); the P-23 Special Pin
Test and the ANL-08 Test are being irradiated in EBR-II (fast flux). The
objectives, test descriptions, major test parameters, and current results
are discussed for each of the tests in the following sections.

3.3.1. Cladding Attack Inhibition (CAI) Tests

The CAI test is described in more detail in another paper at this
meeting.* ' A primary objective of this study is to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of Nb inhibition of cladding corrosion.

The CAI-1 test was completed during 1975. The massive cladding
dissolution and mass transport processes which occurred In the CAI-1 fuel
pins I and II tend to'mask any inhibition of cladding corrosion that might
have resulted from the presence of Nb buffers. The CAI-2 test is currently
undergoing destructive examination. Nondestructive examination Included
visual examination, gross gamma scanning, and profilometry. Careful visual
inspections failed to reveal any cladding breaches. Profiiometry data
indicated no detrimental cladding strain.
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3.3.2. P-23 Special Pin Test

The objectives of this irradiation test are to: 1) screen methods for
controlling or eliminating fuel-cladding chemical interactions, and 2)
provide a data base for use in design of follow-on fuel pin tests in EBR-
II and FFTF which incorporate control concepts in high performance oxide
fuel pins. The Irradiation test comprised 21 unencapsuiated mixed oxide
fuel pins containing various oxygen buffer/getter controls. The Special
Pins, as they are called, occupied outer row positions in subassemblies
irradiated in EBR-II in the HEDL P-23 test series. This test series is
described in another U.S. paper at this meeting.'3' The cladding and fuel
used 1n the special pin test were from the same sources used in the HEDL P-
23 test series. Pin design was also identical except for incorporation of
the buffer/getters, described in Table 4.

Pins were divided into three series; A, B, and C. The specific
objectives of each test series are outlined in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Pin Series Specific Test Objectives

A Evaluation of relative efficiency
of radial and axial oxygen transport

B Screening of relative effectiveness
of buffer/getter materials and
their placement.

C Evaluation of fuels with very low
starting 0/M.

In addition, three pins which contained no buffer/getter materials or low
0/M fuel were included in the test to provide baseline data on irradiation
performance. One of these sibling pins accompanied each group of Special
Pins irradiated to the 20 and 50 MWd/kg burnup levels.

3.3.2.1. Test Parameters

The Special Pin test matrix is shown in Table 4. The stoichiometry of
the fuel in'test series A and B and in the sibling pins was established at
an 0/M = 1.98 to insure an oxygen activity sufficient to result in chemical
interaction between the fuel and cladding during the test in the absence of
buffer/getter materials.

S&U.Z& A Pirn

Radial oxygen transport has been measured* and models are
available for prediction of radial 0/M profiles in mixed oxide fuel pins.' '
Axial oxygen transport has been investigated both in-reactor* ' and in
out-of-reactor thermal gradient t e s t s . v / However, there are no comparable
data on relative rates of radial and axial transport, particularly important
when considering the effectiveness of a getter at the end of the long fuel
column typical of LMFBR fuel pins.

The series A pins were designed to compare the relative, competitive
performance of buffer/getter materials placed in varied axial and radial
configurations. The protection from cladding corrosion offered by dif-
ferent buffer/ getter materials at different locations in fuel pins indicates
the relative efficiencies of axial and radial oxygen migration. Series A
comprised six pins of which five were irradiated to * 2.4 atom % burnup and
one was irradiated to = 5.5 a/o burnup. The buffer/getter materials included
porous end plugs of Ti or Nb, and Nb coatings (13 urn thick) on the surfaces
of some fuel pellets, Figure 11. One pin also included annular fuel pellets
to assess axial migration of oxygen through the central void. Each test pin
was designed to answer a specific question relative to efficiency of axial
vs. radial transport.

B Vim,
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The purpose of this test series was to screen effectiveness of buffer/
getter combinations adapted to practical fuel pins. Series B tests com-
prised ten fuel pins, of which 3 were irradiated to - 5.5 atom % burnup, 3
to 2.4 atom % burnup, 2 to 3.5 atom % burnup and 2 are continuing irradi-
ation to a planned 8 - 1 0 atom % burnup. Four different buffer/getter
materials (V, Nb, Cr, Ti) and three different placement schemes were
included in this series (Figure 12) to provide information on:

• Nature of buffer/getter oxidation products and of reaction
between buffer/getter materials and fuel or fission products.

• Volume changes and effects of materials redistribution on
pin behavior.

• Relative ability to prevent cladding attack.

• Changes in fuel column length (especially with coated
pellets).



Series C tests comprised two fuel pins irradiated to ~ 5.5 atom %
burnup. Both pins contained fuel with an 0/M - 1.91. One pin contained
non-fuel oxide end plugs to test their performance in gettering specific
fission products. Configurations of these pins are shown in Figure 13.
These pins compare low 0/M fuel as a means to control oxygen potential with
the buffer/getter methods of control.

3.3.2.2 Materials and Processing

The incorporation of buffer/getter control concepts in the Special Pin
test involved several novel approaches to fabrication of coated pellets,
coated cladding, and porous metal end plugs.

Coated

Coatings of the buffer/getter materials used in tests were applied to
either the cylindrical surface or one end of the fuel pellets using an R.
F. sputtering technique. Coating thickness was controlled to ±4 yon
through adjustment of operating conditions and coating time. Typical
coatings are shown in Figures 14 and 15. Coating purity was equivalent to
that of the metal target source.

Coated Cladding

Vanadium coatings were deposited on the inner surface of stainless
steel cladding by Argonne National Laboratory using a vaporization method
which they had developed, i.e., vaporization in an inert atmosphere from a
heated tungsten wire previously coated with vanadium. At the time the
coating was applied to Special Pin cladding the process had not been fully
developed. As a result, desired coating thickness (13 vim) was not achieved
(coating thickness was "A pm). A coating within design specifications was
later achieved for the ANL-08 test.

PoAotn, \kttat PelZeti

Porous metal titanium and niobium pellets used as buffer/getter end
plugs were fabricated by two methods: 1) a conventional powder metallurgy
sintering process and 2) a high energy rate impaction (Dynapac) process.
The unique structure of the pellets produced in the process is shown in
Figure 16. The density of sintered pellets was nominally 70% of theoretical
density while those produced by the Dynapac process were nominally 40% of
theoretical density.

3.3.2.3 Results

With the exception of three pins being irradiated to >8-10 atom %
burnup, irradiation of the Special Pins is complete. Nondestructive exami-
nations include: 1) visual observations of pin bow, surface discoloration
and/or defects, 2) profilometry, 3) betatron radiography for determination
of central void structure and axial displacement of pellets, 4) axial gamma
scanning to determine axial distribution of selected fission products
(particularly Cs), and 5) two-dimensional gamma scanning (TWODIM) to
determine radial distribution of Cs at selected axial locations. Destruc-
tive examinations include: 1) fission gas measurements, 2) burnup analysis,

3) ceramographic examination of distributions of fission products, cladding
constituents and coating materials. In addition, the total oxygen content
of buffer/getter end plugs and selected segments of cladding will be
measured by inert gas fusion analysis.

Examinations have been completed on two Series B pins irradiated to
« 3.5 atom % burnup, and the data are being analyzed. Vanadium located at
the fuel-cladding interface has been effective in gettering available
oxygen from the fuel when the cladding inner surface temperature is >600°C.
The presence of vanadium in the gap prevented corrosion of the cladding.
In the case of the fuel pin with the thin vanadium coating on the cladding
inner surface, the quantity of vanadium at the fuel-cladding gap was insuf-
ficient to prevent cladding corrosion.

Nondestructive examinations of axial fission product distributions
show selective association of Cs with some of the buffer/getter materials.

Results from the Special Pin test will be evaluated and reported
throughout the next two years.

3.3.3 ANL-08 Test

The ANL-08 mixed-oxide irradiation experiment was designed to provide
information at 9 to 10 atom % burnup on:

• Effects of high oxygen potentials (resulting from essen-
tially oniy-Pu fissions) on FCCI,

• Performance of Ti metal end plugs and V coated cladding
for control of FCCI,

t Performance of fuel with high Pu weight fraction (30
and 40 wt.%),

• Performance of large diameter («0.653 cm) mixed-oxide
fuel pellets.



3.3.3.1. Test Descriptions

The ANL-08 test is being conducted with fuel pins in EBR-II capsules
of the flow-through design. Nine pins have reached -x-3.5 atom % burnup in a
subassembly shared with the Gulf General Atomics F-3 series test. The ANL-
08 test will continue irradiation without the F-3 pins, with thirteen fuel
pins (9 original pins, 2 spare pins, 2 new pins) and six dummy pins filling
out the subassembly. Irradiation is scheduled to be completed, September,
1978, when 9 of the 13 pins will be at goal exposure.

3.3.3.2. Test Parameters

The test matrix is shown in Table 5. Titanium was chosen for the end
plug getter principally because of the favorable thermodynamics for pro-
motion of stable oxides. Location of the getter at the ends of the fuel

/•|Q\

column was based on calculationsv ' which indicated that excess oxygen
would migrate down the axial fuel temperature gradient at a rate sufficient
to prevent cladding attack if gettered at that point. Fuel pins with
vanadium coatings on the inner surface of the cladding were also included
in the test. The test pins were designed to operate at a maximum cladding
temperature of 700 ± 10°C. With little or no 2 3 SU content they rely
primarily on plutonium fission, resulting in a higher oxidation potential
than fuel pins in which 2 3 5U is the primary source for fissions. The
compositions of the two fuels (30 and 40 wt.% Pu) are different in order to
provide an equivalent oxygen potential in the fuel pins at beginning of
life. The 0/M of the fuel was adjusted in the same furnace at the same
oxygen potential to assure the equivalency.

3.3.3.3. Materials and Fabrication

Vanadium coatings were applied in the manner described for the P-23
Special pins. The titanium end plugs were fabricated by conventional
powder metallurgy procedures. The fuel was clad with 0.76 cm diameter, 20%
CW, 316 SS tubing.

3.3.3.4. Results

The ANL-08 test has reached -v3.5 atom % burnup. An interim non-
destructive examination of the deencapsulated fuel pins indicated satis-
factory performance. The nine irradiated pins, two spare pins, and two
newly fabricated pins with vanadium coatings on the cladding inner surface
were reencapsulated and reconstituted with six dummy pins into a nineteen
pin subassembly for continued irradiation to goal burnup and terminal
destructive examination. Results will become available in 1979.

4.0 Summary and Conclusion

Fuel-Cladding-Chemical-Interaction principally reduces fuel pin
lifetime, with minor effect on thermal performance. It is currently
impractical to incorporate FCCI into a detailed cladding stress analysis,
and the accepted practice is to assume a conservatively large wastage
allowance for the cladding.

The US program is pursuing two alternative approaches to minimizing
the fuel pin performance penalty associated with FCCI. The program will
provide: 1) a definitive information base characterizing the effectiveness
of reduced fuel 0/M in minimizing attack, and 2) proof of principle of
buffer/getter control of cladding oxidation. Primary control concept will
be selected in 1978.

Issues being addressed in the development program include both steady
state and transient fuel pin performance, effects on breeding gain, effects
on subsequent fuel reprocessing, and fuel fabrication cost increment.
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Table I

Buffer Properties and Free Energy for Oxidation Reactions

Reaction

4/3 Cr + 02 » 2/3 (Y2O3

2Kb + 02 = 2NbO

2NbO + 02 = 2NbO2

4NbO2 + 02 = 2Nb2O5

2V + O2 = 2V0

4V0 + 02 = 2V2O3

2V2O3 + 02 = 4V02

4V02 + 02 = 2V2O5

2 T1 + O2 = 2 TiO

4 T10 + O2 = 2 T i 2 0 3

2 T i 2 0 3 + 02 = TiO2

475°K

158.8

176.7

162.0

131.6

188.8

156.1

86.9

42.8

224.4

210.2

135.5

'(kcai/mole

IQOO'K

137.1

156.2

140.1

115.3

170.0

134.8

69.3

44.0

202.0

190.2

112.5

0?)
112S°K

131.9

151.5

135.1

111.7

165.5

129.7

65.1

39.0

196.7

189.4

107.1

M.P. of
Metal
CO

1890

2468

2468

2468

1890

1890

1890

1890

1675

1675

1675

M.P. of
Oxide

2435

1945

1915

1495

—

1970

1967

690

1750

2130d

1825

AV/V**

1,020

0.376

0.953

1.743

0.360

0.800

1.236

2.169

0.218

0.468

0.800

on.Y*
(mil11 barns)

10

<250

< 10

< 10

* For En > 30 Kev

** For metal to metal oxide



Table 2

CONCEPTS FOR BUFFER/GETTER PLACEMENT IN FUEL PINS
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Placement

Fuel-Cladding Interface

• Coating on Pellets Circumference

• Coating on Cladding Inside
Surface

Within Fuel Column

• Pellet-Pellet Interfaces

• Annular Wire

• Mixed with Fuel

Blanket Region

• Fuel-Blanket Interface Pellet

• Annular Wire In Blanket
• Pellet In/Above Blanket

Advantages

Optimum for oxygen transfer

Temperature higher than cladding

Can be applied before fuel loading

Solid-solid contact enhances
oxidation

Simple assembly with annular fuel

Independent of oxygen transport
processes

Easiest Concept to Fabricate

Higher temperatures

Optimum for oxygen transport In U0 2

Simplicity

Table 4

Disadvantages

May affect other aspects of
pin performance
Requires special fabrication
technology
Requires special fabrication
technology

Potential melting and radial
redistribution-Axial Expansion
Potential melting/axial re -
distribution
Can oxidize or melt during
processing
Requires high oxygen mobility
Remote from oxygen source

No. of
Pins

2

1

1

1

4

1

1

2

235U/U
m%
17.27

17.27

17.27

17.27

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

FABRICATION

Pu/Pu+U
WT%

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

40.0

40.0

40.0

40.0

IRRADIATION TEST MATRIX
FOR ANL-08

Test Variables

0/M

1.96

1.96

1.96

1.96

1.97

1.97

1.97

1.97

Oxygen Getters

-

-

V-Coated Cladding

Ti End Plugs

-

V-Coated Cladding

Ti End Plugs

IRRADIATION

Peak Burnup
MUD/KG

90

55

55

90

90

55

55

90

TOTAL: 13 Pins

FUEL PIN DESIGN
HEDL P-23 Special Pin Test Matrix

Pin
Number

P-23B-AIR
P-23B-A2
P-23B-A3
P-23C-A3
P-23B-A4
P-23B-A5

P-23B-B1
P-23C-B1
P-23B-B2
P-23C-B2
P-23B-B3
P-23C-B3
P-23B-B4
P-23C-B4
P-23B-B5
P-23C-B5

P-23C-C1
P-23C-C2

P-23B-S1
P-23B-S2
P-23C-S1
P-23C-S2

MWd/HTM

20,000
20,000
20,000
55,000
20,000
20,000

20,000
55,000
20,000
55,000
20,000
35,000
20,000
55,000
20,000
35,000

55,000
55,000

20,000
20,000
55,000

Fuel

Solid
Annular
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid

Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid

Solid
Solid

Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid

Pellets

0/M-O.98
O/M-vl. 98
O/M-v.1. 98
0/Kx,l 98
O/M-vl.98
0/M->,1.98

O/M-d.98
0/M-O.98
O/M-vi.98
O/M-vl.98
0/M-vl. 98
O/M-vl.98
O/M-vl.98
O/M-v.1.98
0/M<vl.98
0/MA,1.98

O/M-vl.90
O/M-vi.90

O/M-vl.98
O/M-vl.98
O/M-vi.98
0/M<vl.98 (S

Plugs at Top
And Bottom

of Fuel Column

T1
Ti
Ti
Ti
Nb
--

__
. .
. .
- -

. .
—

—
--

Oxide } No

ISibling Pins
pare)!

Pellet
O.D.

„
—
Nb
Nb
Nb

Layered Plain
and Nb Coated

Nb
Nb
Cr
Cr

V&Ti
--
Cr
V
«

V (Partial
Column)

Coatings

Clad
I.D.
„
—

«

«

~

- -
- -
V
—
—
«
—

Pellet
Ends

IK IB

«

—

—

—

—

- -

—

Nb

I. FCCI IMPACT ON THIN CLADDING

FCCI

r*

REDUCED
EFFECTIVE
CLADDING

THICKNESS

INCREASED
STRESS

INCREASED
FUEL TO

CLADDING
GAP

"1

I I 1 I 1
I I INCREASED j M 0 R E

1 — I FCCI •"" 1 OXYGEN I-
I | AVAILABLE I

I I I I

I I . FCCI IMPACT ON THICKER CLADDING

GREATER
FUEL

SURFACE

THICKER
CLADDING

MORE
PARASITIC
NEUTRON
CAPTURE

REDUCED
BREEDING

RATIO

FIGURE 1



FUEL PIN DESIGN CLADDING LOADS

800

._ 600 - TOTAL LOAD

FUEL-CLADDING
MECHANICAL
INTERACTION

"FISSION GAS PRESSURE

I I
20,000 40,000 60,000

PIN PEAK BURNUP, mwd/MTM

FIGURE 2

FFTF DESIGN PROCEDURE
CLADDIMG LOADS

80,000

"LIFE" FUEL PiN PERFORMANCE CODE

© WASTAGE

OUTER SURFACE WASTAGE DISAPPEARS

INNER SURFACE WASTAGE LOSES STRENGTH

CALCULATED AT BEGINNING OF EACH TIME STEP

NODES CHANGE WITH TIME

• STRESS

INNER SURFACE WASTAGE TRANSMITS INTERNAL PRESSURE
UNATTACKED MATERIAL CARRIES ALL TENSILE STRESS

STRESS DISTRIBUTION DETERMINED FROM INTERPOLATED
STRAIN DISTRIBUTION

• TEMPERATURE

BASED UPON ERODED OUTER SURFACE AND ORIGINAL
INNER SURFACE

FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 3 Figure 5. Depth of Attack as Function of Initial 0:M Ratio.
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0/M OF FUEL PINS (AS-FABRICATED)

1.98 1.99 2.00
1000 1400 1600

TEMPERATURE (°K)
1800 2000

Figure 6. Figure 7.

Total Pins Irradiated with Various Starting 0/M Ratios in Major U.S. Tests Involved
in FCCI Evaluation. (See Table 1, Reference 1 for designation of tests included.)

Oxygen Potentials for Uo.75PUo.25°2-X And AGfO Values for

Buffer Oxidation Reactions.
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Stability Limits of Niobium Oxides.
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Stability Limits of Vanadium Oxides
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Figure 10.

DEVIATION FROM AVERAGE
STOICHIOMETRY 0:H
AT SURFACE OF
IHE FUEL

0.4 0.6 a 8

RELATIVE RADIUS, R/Ro

1.0

Stoichiometry Profiles for 15 KW/ft Irradiation with U00°C

Fuel Surface Temperature Using Heat of Transport from

Experiments without Art i f ic ial Barriers.



PLENUM UO, END PLUG (LOCAL
GETTER)

UNCOATED FUEL REFLECTOR
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-34.3cm-

END PLUGS: Ti
FUEL: SOLID, ANNULAR

I—6.35cm-I-5.08cm-1

0.64cm 1.2?cm

END PLUGS: Ti, Nb UNCOATED FUEL
FUEL SURFACE COATED

WITH Nb

[REPEATED FULL LENGTH
h2.54cm-f l .90cmj OF FUEL COLUMN!
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UNCOATED FUEL SURFACE COATED
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Figure 1 1 . P-23 Special Pin Test Fuel Pin Con f i gu ra t i on (Ser ies 11 p ins )
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•34.3cm
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Figure 13. P-23 Special Pin Test Fuel Pin Con f igu ra t ions (Ser ies C p ins )

PLENUM UO2 COATED FUEL CLADDING

UDK

REFLECTOR
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FUEL: SURFACE COATED WITH Nb, Cr, V
CLADDING: INNER SURFACE COATED WITH V
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WITH V
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/
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Figure 12. P-23 Special Pin Test Fuel Pin Conf igura t ions (Ser ies B p ins )

Figure 14.

Example o f Niobium Sput te r Coating on Circumference o f Mixed Oxide Fuel P e l l e t
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B)

Figure 15.

Example of Niobium Sputter Costings on End of Mixed Oxide Fuel Pellet

0.76mm

Figure 16. The unique Structure of the End Plug Getter Pellets Produced by
the Dynapac Process is Illustrated in a) Macroscopic Photograph
and b) a Photoinicrograph of a Polished Section.


